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trade promotion effectiveness, 260
transactional data
access to all, 22
granularity level of, 31
transactional metrics, in analytic profile, 100
“Travel Delight” business, of airlines, 29
traverse pattern analysis, 124–125, 130
trend analysis, 110–112, 128
“trickle feeding” data, 23
trust, and privacy, 249–250
t-tests, 90
two-dimensional environment, three dimensions in, 207

U
Uber, 223n1
business model, 161
ungoverned data, 148
United States, economic cycles, 133–134
unplanned downtime reduction, in network and operational analytics, 264
unstructured data
access to, 22–23
storing as-is, 134
urgency, creating sense of, 39
use cases, 37
“By” analysis, for Foot Locker, 178–181
competitive analysis, 69–70
determining “right,” 242
grouping decisions into, 45–47, 55
in hub and spoke analytics environment, 144–145
for key business initiative, 51
user decisions, supporting, 63–64
user experience, 61–81
unintelligent, 62–64

V
validating data science, 166–168
value propositions, in Big Data Business Model Maturity Index, 215–216
variables
data science team responsibility for quantifying, 173
in pairs plot analysis, 114
quantifying relationships between, 119
and scores, 184–185
vertices, in graph analysis, 121
vision statement, 214
visualizing data, in data science, 95

W
Walmart, 7
Walt Disney Company, mission, 37
wearable computing, 263
weather forecast, integration with dashboard, 70–71
whiskers, in boxplots, 112
Wikipedia, 109
workshop. See Big Data Vision Workshop
World Series, big data strategy document for, 52–57
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Zillow, 80
z-scores, to normalize data with R, 119